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Abstract: Blockchain technology gained popularity with the emergence of intellectual technologies, as cryptocurrencies are also being discussed within contract law along with the interpretation of the concept of consent, and the validity of the consent written in computer codes. This article discusses the validity of arbitration clauses included in smart contracts in the light of the ICSID arbitration, decisions of tribunals and argues that although the institutional arbitration centres such as the ICSID do not possess required technical capacity, taking into account the level of flexibility of the condition of „consent in writing” interpreted in ICSID tribunal decisions on the jurisdiction, a valid arbitration agreement can be concluded in the form of smart contracts encoded and self-executed. Besides, revisiting ICSID model clauses, this paper has suggested a new model arbitration clause adaptable to smart contracts.
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Introduction

Technology is developing rapidly. Since their invention, calculation machines, primary computers, and smartphones have been proven technological advances. However, today the Internet and intellectual technologies have reached such a level that there is a need to rethink our traditional way of living, fundamental conceptions of law and state.

One of these technological advances is the blockchain that has gained popularity along with virtual cryptocurrencies. In terms of technology, (public) blockchain is an encrypted distributed database that everyone with enough technical resources can access on the Internet². Having no central authority on the
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blockchain, each participant plays the role of a member and a centre simultaneously. This study discusses one of the areas of application of blockchain technology - smart contracts.

Unlike traditional contracts, smart contracts consist of program codes that require no third-party interference for performance. With the help of this feature, parties of smart contracts can enter a contractual relationship much more easily than traditional contracts given the fact that the challenges posed by investment contracts are less likely to occur in the smart contracts. Because on the blockchain, the smart contract relies on its codes to decide at which moment it must perform the contract. Still, smart contracts are not immune from disputes. When parties of smart contracts do not perform at all or perform defectively to provide the contract with information to trigger the performance, and when codes say nothing about dispute resolution, third-party interference may be necessary. To this end, predicting all the possibilities, parties of the smart contract are free to include an arbitration clause.

The subject of this article is the validity of arbitration clauses within the meaning of the International Convention on the Settlement of Investment Disputes (the ICSID Convention) embedded in smart investment contracts. In this scenario, a state and an investor conclude an investment contract on the blockchain in the form of a smart contract or otherwise transform their written investment contract into a smart contract and insert an ICSID arbitration clause encoded in a programming language. Discussing the validity of such a clause, this article is nurtured by literature, supplementary texts of the ICSID Convention and ICSID arbitral awards and decisions on jurisdiction.

Part I explains blockchain technology and smart contracts, their legal nature and their relationship with other contracts.

Part II focuses on the elements of arbitration clauses, the requirements sought by the ICSID Convention, and the scope and applicability of „written consent” in arbitral decisions.

Conclusion concludes the discussion on the scope of smart ICSID arbitration clauses and attempts to produce a model clause.

---


1. The Concept and Definitions of Blockchain and Smart Contracts

1.1. Understanding Blockchain Technology

A smart contract is a written code concluded on the blockchain; hence, smart contracts cannot be defined without the specifications of blockchain technology.

The distinguishing features of the blockchain lie in its peer-to-peer communication structure, cryptography, distributed ledger, and consensus mechanism. Among them, the peer-to-peer network and distributed ledgers help blockchain participants eliminate the centrality of controlling authorities. Participants of the blockchain are not only the operators but also the hubs in the blockchain structure composed of the compilation of operators. While in the centralized systems, transactions need a trusted third party (such as banks or administrative agencies) for their enforcement (see Figure 1), blockchain replaces such intermediary mechanisms with distributed public ledgers. As a result, in a trust-free blockchain network, the transactions can be enforced freely and uninterruptedly across the peers. But the absence of central authorities does not itself make the network untrustworthy. The cryptology behind blockchain ensures the trust sought by the parties to transactions. In this way, the parties can overcome almost all the possible security gaps on the blockchain.

Meanwhile, the secret inventor of the Bitcoin virtual currency Satoshi Nakotomo, whose mystery also contributed to the worldwide fame of blockchain, introduced routine escrow mechanisms to replace trusted third parties in centralized transaction systems. Routine escrow mechanisms can be preferred to build a trusted relationship between vendors and recipients. Using this mechanism, instead of directly releasing the payment to vendors’ accounts, recipients can send the routine escrow and block it until the performance of the contract. As soon as the vendor performs the contract following the previously agreed terms, the
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routine escrow as a service provider instructs the payment to the vendor’s account. Then, both vendors and recipients are expected to trust routine escrows\textsuperscript{10}.

![Figure 1. The Illustration of the Sales Contract in the Centralized System](image)

On the blockchain, participants interact in the assigned nodes via private and public keys. They sign a transaction on the blockchain via private keys but send transactions to another participant’s address via their public keys. The transactions validated by other participants are gathered in candidate blocks that once validated by the blockchain network, are added to the chain and this process renews the network regularly\textsuperscript{11}. Each recently validated block takes the address of the previous one, and a chain is made from encrypted blocks\textsuperscript{12}. That is why any change in one block affects the entire chain requiring a modification in each block which is hardly possible\textsuperscript{13}.

The advantages of blockchain networks are trustworthiness, transparency, traceability, and decentralization\textsuperscript{14}. (See Figure 2) Blockchain stores data in multiple nodes instead of a centralized intermediary, which makes it arguably difficult to hack because any security threat must be directed to at least 51% of the nodes to

\begin{itemize}
\end{itemize}
come successful\textsuperscript{15}. Additionally, because the transactions on the blockchain are encrypted in blocks that are chained to each other, any change on the blocks requires the consent of the majority\textsuperscript{16}. If the quota is not reached, neither transactions nor data can be interfered with or changed, nor are registered transactions amended or removed from distributed ledgers. The same applies to the changes to terms and conditions of smart contracts. These advantages have triggered the application of the blockchain to agriculture, economics, or political elections\textsuperscript{17}.

\begin{figure}[h]
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\caption{The Illustration of Sales Contracts in the Decentralized Blockchain}
\end{figure}

\textbf{1.2. Understanding Smart Contracts}

\textbf{1.2.1. Definition and Characteristics of Smart Contracts}

There is no international treaty dedicated to smart contracts; nor are these contracts regulated in most national laws, except the United States at the state level. For example, according to Section 5 of the Blockchain Technology Act adopted by the Illinois General Assembly, “[s]mart contract’ means a contract stored as an electronic record which is verified by the use of a blockchain”\textsuperscript{18}.

The common point of the scholarly definitions of smart contracts is classifying computer codes as a constituent part of smart contracts and self-execution as its main working mechanism\textsuperscript{19}. Smart contracts were first defined


\textsuperscript{18} Illinois Compiled Statutes No. 205, 01/2020, p. 730.

\textsuperscript{19} Rohr, \textit{op. cit.}, p. 72; Gonenc Gurkaynak, Ilay Yılmaz, Burak Yeşıltay, and Berk Bengi, \textit{Intellectual Property Law and Practice in the Blockchain Realm}, Computer Law and Security
in 1996 as “a set of promises, specified in digital form, including protocols within which the parties perform on these promises”\textsuperscript{20}. Another definition points out that smart contracts can be either automatic or automated\textsuperscript{21} meaning that they can be manipulated by humans or machines via data input.

Nowadays, smart contracts are usually concluded and performed on the Ethereum blockchain\textsuperscript{22}. The first version of blockchain which reached its audience following the introduction of Bitcoin consisted of an extremely limited number of tools to automate transactions. The distinctive feature of the Ethereum blockchain is its Turing-complete programming language that allows producing more complex software, such as those capable of interacting with distributed ledgers\textsuperscript{23}. Each smart contract has an identification address with a 160-bit length, and a code stored on the blockchain. The code of the contract is activated by the transaction signed by the private keys of participants\textsuperscript{24}. When participants want to send transactions to the contractual address, transactions must initially be approved by blockchain. Once approved by blockchain, they are added to the blockchain in the form of a contract code and transaction load (input). Similarly, all the participants approve the next performance step of the contract (output)\textsuperscript{25}. In other words, both the input that activates the contract code and output achieved by the activation of contract codes are subject to the approval of the participants.

Compared to traditional contracts, smart contracts are written in a simpler and easily programmable language. Thus, they mostly use sentences with “if..., then...” templates to be translated into codes\textsuperscript{26}, for example, “if A transfers B


\textsuperscript{23} Bodo, Gervais and Quintais, op. cit., p. 315.

\textsuperscript{24} Christidis and Devetsikiotis, op. cit., p. 2296.


amount of money to the blockchain, then the contract will self-execute”. No doubt, it shall be simplified further in the smart contract. On the other hand, the need for inflexible, clear, and precise language in smart contracts limits the autonomy of parties to come with complex contractual terms. Thus, smart contracts are not suitable for less stable (or programmable) contract forms containing uncertainty for now.  

The set of promises in the smart contract comprises the obligations that more or less reflect real-world contractual conditions in the digital environment. In this regard, to self-execute, smart contracts may need data input from the outer world. The external data flow is executed via oracle systems installed on the blockchain. (See Figure 3)

![Figure 3. The Illustration of Data Flow by Oracle Programs to Smart Contracts](image)

In principle, for performance, smart contracts do not need any additional procedure or intervention by third parties. The involvement of oracle programmes does not lead to control over the transaction either. As a result, transactions speed up on the blockchain, and possible errors, delays, or cases of misunderstanding are prevented to a great extent. Since smart contracts
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self-execute as soon as encrypted obligations are fulfilled, the contractual trust sought in the traditional contracts can be said to have transformed into trust in computer codes\textsuperscript{31}.

1.2.2. Legal Nature and Validity of Smart Contracts

Smart contracts are not a new type of contract, but another digital form of physical contract. In the case of an investment contract between a state agency and an investor and concluded with the consensus on the party obligations, the smart contract is an encrypted form of those obligations on the blockchain. Smart contracts have been known and studied for their technical structure, rather than social and legal aspects\textsuperscript{32}. The existence of hybrid smart contracts in practice – the contracts that are encrypted on the blockchain and concluded in writing simultaneously – may delay the discussion on the legal nature.

Even though considered as a digital reflection of traditional contracts, smart contracts are not a pure copy or reflection of traditional contracts. First, while the written traditional contracts are fixed in texts, computer codes serve the same function in smart contracts. Second, human interaction is irreplaceable in the interpretation of traditional contracts, while smart contracts, namely their pre-determined codes self-interpret the terms and conditions. Thus, for a performable smart contract, computer codes must be able to „understand” promises and match them with the condition that occurred (or failed to occur)\textsuperscript{33}.

It has been suggested that in smart-contract disputes, arbitrators can still concentrate on the meaning of encoded obligations converted into human-readable texts and treat the smart contract like a written contract\textsuperscript{34}. However, in that case, the validity of smart contracts may be questioned because contracting parties are not playing an active role after they conclude the smart contract. Savelyev\textsuperscript{35} argues that smart contracts cannot result in any obligation, since parties cannot interfere with the contract following the conclusion.

The validity of smart contracts has been subject to wide discussions in legal scholarship yet. Nonetheless, these discussions must not entirely disregard the role of parties in the self-executing smart contracts. Anything that happens after the conclusion of the contract is not out of the parties’ control because the data input that activates the contract is actually coming from the parties’ actions. Parties’ intents are largely camouflaged in their implicit actions while offering or accepting


\textsuperscript{32} Levy, op. cit., p. 2.

\textsuperscript{33} Hsiao, op. cit., pp. 689-690.

\textsuperscript{34} Rohr, op. cit., p. 85.

the transactions. Parties’ intentions are encoded in smart contracts to predict possible conditions of self-execution so that smart contracts can respond to those events.

2. Smart Contracts and the ICSID Investment Arbitration

2.1. Conditions of Arbitration Agreements/Clauses

Each voluntary arbitration is instituted by an arbitration agreement, including the agreements concerning investment disputes. Arbitration agreements are concluded with the expression of parties’ consent either before (clause compromissoire) or after the dispute occurs (compromis), the consent that separates arbitration from litigation. Today, the arbitration clauses specified in Bilateral Investment Treaties (BIT) gradually replace independent arbitration agreements signed after the dispute arises.

As “a fundamental tenet of the ICSID Convention”, arbitration is an explicit consent-based mechanism. However, the nature and implications of the state consent to the ICSID arbitration in BITs have been subject to the debate where the major opinion relies on the doctrine of „arbitration without privity” and believes that the consent in the BIT means the consent of the state to arbitration in particular investment disputes, hence, there is no need for a separate arbitration agreement, the opinion in line with those of the ICSID tribunals in AAPL v. Sri
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Lanka\textsuperscript{42} and Generation Ukraine v. Ukraine\textsuperscript{43}. Here the investor’s reference to the arbitration clause in the BIT is interpreted to the investor’s consent to arbitration\textsuperscript{44}.

In addition to the uncertainties surrounding the nature of consent to the ICSID arbitration, the form of consent is also flexible under the rules and jurisprudence of the ICSID. According to the Section 24 in the reports of the ICSID Convention, „[n]or does the Convention require that the consent of both parties be expressed in a single instrument”\textsuperscript{45}. For example, in SPP v. Egypt\textsuperscript{46}, the Tribunal interpreted the unilateral promise in the Egyptian law on the submission of investment disputes to the ICSID arbitration as written consent, not a public offer like the Respondent argued. But this view has not been popular yet\textsuperscript{47}. Besides, „most favoured nation clauses” may denote the consent to arbitration too\textsuperscript{48}.

2.2. Forms and Subject Matter of the Arbitration Agreement

The ICSID Convention regulates in Article 25(1) the arbitration agreement that establishes the jurisdiction of the ICSID arbitration tribunal and in Article 36(1) the request for arbitration. Article 25(1) of the Convention emphasizes that consent can concern any dispute arising directly out of investment and it will be in writing\textsuperscript{49}.

In addition, following Article 36(1), „any Contracting State or any national of a Contracting State wishing to institute arbitration proceedings shall address a request to that effect in writing to the Secretary-General who shall send a copy of


\textsuperscript{43} Generation Ukraine v. Ukraine, ICSID, Award, nr. ARB/00/9, 2003, ¶ 12.


\textsuperscript{46} Southern Pacific Properties (Middle East) Limited v. Arab Republic of Egypt, ICSID, Decision on Jurisdiction, nr. ARB/84/3, 1988, ¶ 115-116.


\textsuperscript{48} Emilio Augustin Maffezini v. The Kingdom of Spain, ICSID, Decision on Jurisdiction, nr. ARB/97/7, 2000, ¶ 64; Christoph H. Schreuer, Consent to Arbitration, in Peter Muchlinski, Federico Ortino and Christoph H. Schreuer (eds.), The Oxford Handbook of International Investment Law, Oxford University Press, 2008, p. 855.

\textsuperscript{49} ICSID Convention, op. cit., p. 18.
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the request to the other party”.\textsuperscript{50} [emphasis added] Article 36(2) lists the information required to include in the arbitration request that is the issues in dispute, the identity of the parties, and their consent to arbitration\textsuperscript{51}. These provisions do not regulate the arbitration agreement concluded between the parties, but the form and content of the arbitration request to be submitted to the ICSID. Nonetheless, the consent of the parties to the arbitration shall be mutual, so that it has implicitly been mentioned in the Preamble of the ICSID Convention\textsuperscript{52}. Once the General Secretary finds the consent of parties, they record the consent and start to establish the tribunal.

Article 25(1) and 36(1) of the ICSID Convention require the written form of the arbitration agreement, but it does not explain what the written form is, or which means of communication, such as the transactions on the blockchain, falls in the written form. This gap can justify, on the one hand, an impression that any written form of arbitration agreements will meet this requirement\textsuperscript{53}. On the other hand, according to the Rule 1 of the Rules of Procedure for the Institution of Conciliation and Arbitration Proceedings, „the request to be submitted to the Centre, shall be drawn up in an official language of the Centre, shall be dated, and shall be signed by the requesting party or its duly authorized representative”\textsuperscript{54}. [emphasis added] It can be argued that the purpose of this requirement is not to exclude the consent to arbitration or arbitration agreement written in languages other than human-readable languages, such as in the programming languages. It cannot be argued that the wording of Rule 1 descopes smart contracts or the other machine-readable contractual consent relying on the ground that the discussion about the contracts written in computer codes was not actual when the ICSID Convention was drafted. Thus, the requirement of the official language of the ICSID aims to differentiate between the existing human languages and prefers the official ones.

In Amco \textit{v. Indonesia}, the Tribunal discussed the requirement of the written consent and held that „while a consent in writing to ICSID arbitration is indispensable, since it is required by Article 25(1) of the Convention, such consent in writing is not to be expressed in a solemn, ritual and unique formulation”.\textsuperscript{55} [emphasis added] The Tribunal added that „the investment agreement being in writing, it suffices to establish that its interpretation in good faith shows that the parties agreed to ICSID arbitration, in order for the ICSID Tribunal to have

\textsuperscript{50} Idem, p. 22.
\textsuperscript{51} Idem.
\textsuperscript{53} Tony Cole, \textit{The Structure of Investment Arbitration}, Routledge, 2013, p. 27.
\textsuperscript{54} ICSID Convention, \textit{op. cit.}, p. 76.
\textsuperscript{55} Amco Asia Corporation and others \textit{v. The Republic of Indonesia}, ICSID, Decision on Jurisdiction, nr. ARB/81/1, 1983, ¶ 123.
jurisdiction over them”\textsuperscript{56}. [emphasis added] In this case, the comment of the Tribunal that supported neither a narrow nor a wide/liberal interpretation of the consent to arbitration but rather gave priority to and respected the shared will of the parties while interpreting the consent to arbitration is, indeed, notable\textsuperscript{57}. The flexibility of the understanding of the requirement of consent is not, however, limited to \textit{Amco v. Indonesia} case. In \textit{Holiday Inns v. Morocco}\textsuperscript{58}, the Tribunal recognized the validity of the written arbitration clause and the parties’ right to benefit from the arbitration clause even though the Claimant had not signed the contract that contained the arbitration clause.

2.3. \textit{Validity of the Arbitration Clauses Contained in Smart Contracts}

This paper argues that at this moment the disputes arising out of the contractual obligations agreed in smart contracts would be more adequate to arbitration than domestic litigation. The reason is the very independent and flexible characteristics of both smart contracts and arbitration compared to domestic laws\textsuperscript{59}. Owing to the discretion allowed by the arbitration for the parties to the dispute, parties are free to choose applicable law for their smart arbitration clause.

The choice of law will allow the parties to prevent the application of \textit{lex fori} to the arbitration agreement\textsuperscript{60}. In principle, the judgment by the Tribunal established by the consent of the parties via the smart contract can be delivered to the smart contract via oracle programs, and the smart contract can self-execute in favour of one of the parties\textsuperscript{61}. However, the domestic courts or arbitration centres are yet to meet the latest innovations brought by blockchain technology\textsuperscript{62}. While this article focuses on the resolution of the dispute arising out of the online transactions on the blockchain network at an offline arbitration facility like the
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ICSID, the legal scholarship has lately also been discussing online arbitration\(^\text{63}\) that can be extended to online subject matters shortly.

Article 42(1) of the ICSID Convention accepts the choice of law by the parties to apply to the investment dispute that „the Tribunal shall decide a dispute in accordance with such rules of law as may be agreed by the parties“\(^\text{64}\) while highlighting that „in the absence of such agreement, the Tribunal shall apply the law of the Contracting State party to the dispute (including its rules on the conflict of laws) and such rules of international law as may be applicable“\(^\text{65}\).

“Rules of law” mentioned in Article 42(1) covers both the substantial and procedural rules of the dispute. In other words, Article 42(1) allows the parties of the dispute to choose the rules to apply to the validity of the arbitration agreement. If such a choice has never been made, the rules specified in the subsequent sentences of Article 42(1) shall be applied. In this case, a reference to the rules of the contracting state party on the conflict of laws may cause uncertainty\(^\text{66}\). That is why the choice of law by the parties in the disputes arising out of smart contracts should be friendly to smart contracts. In this way, the parties may abstain the Tribunal from declaring null and void the arbitration agreement concluded in the form of the smart contract, merely because of its form of expression. Another question in this stage would be whether there is any law that validates smart contracts in terms of the formal requirements, and luckily, the answer is affirmative.

The Uniform Electronic Transactions Act 1999 (UETA) proposed by the Uniform Laws Commission of the United States recognizes the contracts agreed and concluded in the electronic environment. According to Section 7(b) of the UETA, which regulates the validity of electronic records, signature, and contracts, „[a] contract may not be denied legal effect or enforceability solely because an electronic record was used in its formation“\(^\text{67}\). Moreover, according to Article 14(1) of the UETA on the automated transactions executed and performed via electronic agents, „[a] contract may be formed by the interaction of electronic agents of the parties, even if no individual was aware of or reviewed the electronic agents’ actions or the resulting terms and agreements“\(^\text{68}\).
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\(^{64}\) ICSID Convention, op. cit., p. 23.

\(^{65}\) Idem.


\(^{68}\) Idem.
UETA does not change the existing laws in force but aims to eliminate the legal impediments in front of the use of electronic devices to ensure the equal treatment of electronic records, signature with a written record, and signature. It has been presented to all states and succeeded except in Washington. In terms of smart contracts, the states like Ohio, Nevada, Tennessee, Illinois and Arizona, have already been regulating them by law. According to Article 5 in Chapter 26 (Electronic Transactions) of Arizona Revised Statutes, „smart contracts may exist in commerce. A contract relating to a transaction may not be denied legal effect, validity or enforceability solely because that contract contains a smart contract term”.

The contract and transactions made by electronic agents on behalf of the persons they represent shall be considered valid. The absence of human interaction or interference with such contracts either in the conclusion or performance phases does not render the contract invalid. However, the electronic agent must be expected not to lose its electronic-agent image and deviate from the will of the represented person. As the parties to the smart contract can freely write down the codes, it is not likely to cause a problem, unless the applicable law has been chosen as the state law other than Washington. The state laws like Arizona, Illinois, Ohio, Nevada, or Tennessee that have legislation on smart contracts and electronic agents would be a preferable or smart-contract-friendly choice of law for parties. In any case, it is recommended to the parties to draft both online and offline (hybrid) arbitration agreements until that time when the legislation on smart contracts gains enough recognition to overcome the procedural obstacles in dispute resolution.

2.4. Drafting Model Smart Arbitration Clauses

The smart arbitration agreement, even if it is in the form of computer codes, must include the subject matter of the dispute, the identity, and the consent of the parties. On the other hand, it must be as simple as possible for computer codes but comprehensive enough to cover the required information sought by the ICSID.

The ICSID model arbitration clauses have so far either referred to any dispute arising out of the agreement without distinguishing between the disputes or concerned only a certain type of disputes. The second type of model arbitration clause uses the exhaustive list of the disputes to be submitted to the ICSID.
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69 See Tank, Whitaker, and Fry, op. cit., p. 40.
70 Idem, p. 48.
71 Herian, op. cit., pp. 16-17.
73 Herian, op. cit., p. 30.
arbitration. Hence, those clauses cannot be invoked in every dispute arising directly out of the investment.

It is necessary to make this distinction for smart contracts, because, in the case of the first type of model arbitration clauses, the contract will submit the case to the ICSID arbitration after the reception of information about the investment dispute by expressing the parties’ identity, consent, and the subject matter. In contrast, in the second type of model arbitration clauses, the smart contract will be expected to decide whether the dispute matches the ones pre-determined by the contracting parties on a case-to-case basis. Considering the inflexible characteristics and necessarily simple algorithms, the second type of model arbitration clauses are seemingly not useful for smart contracts.

To integrate the first type of model arbitration clauses into the smart contract, the arbitration clause written and later encoded with the „if..., then...” template is required. For example, „if any dispute arising out of this contract arises, then the contract will not be performed and an arbitration request, including the subject matter of the dispute, will be submitted to the ICSID”. Of course, this text needs to be encoded on the Ethereum platform, for example, specifying the ICSID with the public key of the node representing the ICSID or clarifying how the smart contract will get information about the dispute. In fact, after the dispute arises, the parties both or unilaterally can invoke the arbitration clause with their private keys on the blockchain. This activation can be otherwise executed by the oracle programs with data input.

**Conclusion**

The areas of application of smart contracts have been growing every day, weakening the need for the power of the central authority every day. In addition to online arbitration, the status of the disputes arising out of online (blockchain) transactions in offline arbitration can turn into a matter of dispute. For the ICSID arbitration, the smart-contract-friendly choice of law applied, among others, to the validity of an agreement can be effective in preventing objections on formal contractual requirements. The choices of the law of the states like Arizona, Illinois or Nevada can be advantageous.

However, such smart arbitration clauses must be encoded with „if..., then...” templates clearly and precisely enough to describe in which matters of a dispute the clause will self-execute and apply to the ICSID. One valid smart arbitration clause could be the encoded version of „if any dispute arising out of this contract arises, then the contract will not be performed and an arbitration request, including the subject matter of the dispute, will be submitted to the ICSID”. In case of the identification of the dispute by smart contracts, if the smart contract can submit the information to the public key of the ICSID, the arbitration clause should be valid and the ICSID arbitration should be properly established, subject to the existence of other conditions. The interpretation of the formal requirement of the written consent under the ICSID Convention and further rules in *Amco v. Indonesia*. 
and the reports of the ICSID Convention is seemingly flexible and supports the determination of the consent in good faith.

For the recognition and enforcement of smart contracts in arbitration, the institutional arbitration centres, including the ICSID, should be equipped with the required technical capacity. Until that time, hybrid smart contracts are apparently a better alternative to prevent cases of misunderstanding or invalidity.
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